Influence of pain distribution on gait characteristics in patients with low back pain: part 1: vertical ground reaction force.
In a cross-sectional study, vertical ground reaction force (GRF) during 2 speeds of walking were compared between 3 age- and sex-matched groups: back pain only (BPO) group, back pain with referred leg pain (LGP) group, and a control group. The purpose was to evaluate the influence of pain distribution on vertical GRF of patients with low back problems during 2 walking speed conditions: preferred and fastest speeds. People with low back pain often have difficulty walking. A better understanding of how pain distribution differentially affects walking will facilitate clinicians' assessment and enhance treatment in patients with low back pain problems. All participants walked on a 7.62-m walkway. Vertical GRF parameters were recorded during stance phase using a force platform for each walking speed condition. Multivariate analysis of covariance was used for statistical analysis, with gait velocity as the covariate. The BPO and control groups did not differ significantly in vertical GRF during both walking speed conditions (P > or = 0.11). All vertical GRF parameters of the LGP group, except the peak loading force (P = 0.374), were significantly less than those of the control group during preferred walking speed condition (P < or = 0.008). However, there was no significant difference in the vertical GRF components between LGP and control groups during the fastest walking speed condition (P > or = 0.07). Pain distribution of people with low back problems differentially influences the vertical GRF they experience during walking. When walking at preferred speed, those with referred leg pain seem to use additional strategies besides walking slowly to attenuate the amount of force imposed on their painful leg. When challenged to walk at their fastest speed, people with back pain only walk as fast and withstand comparable amount of force as their pain-free counterparts.